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Ok, let's think about job prospects here, as fashion is not an art, it is an industry. It is about who you know, so if you don't know anyone, how will you find them? Careers in the fashion industry: what the jobs are and how to get them. While fashion design jobs get a lot of attention for being the creative driver of the industry, both designers and merchandisers are critical to the fashion industry. Some companies may not have the resources or the need to separate them. Fashion & Beauty - CareersPortal.ie

How to Write a Resume for a Job in the Fashion Industry. Writing a resume can be challenging. Learn how to write a. She loves to write articles (she has started nearly 60 of them herself!), fix grammar and punctuation. Which Fashion Career Is Right For You? - Fashionista


How to Get a Job In the Fashion Industry: Glamour.com USA. Job and career listing site offering portfolio services, and resources for job seekers. Job roles - Fashion & Textiles Industry - Creative Skillset

Fashion Industry Careers guide to developing your fashion career. Our goal is to help you find a job in the fashion industry. People who tend to have certain personality traits that draw them to the field, which also make them more likely to succeed in it.